ADA Compliance with Tablets
& Kiosk Stands

What is the ADA?
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a civil rights
law that prohibits discrimination against individuals with disabilities.
The law was written to ensure that people with disabilities have the
same opportunities as everyone else in all public and private places.

Why is ADA Conformation
Important?
ADA compliance is important to ensure that the public
accommodations you are offering are accessible to all users.

Timeline
How has the Americans with Disabilities Act evolved over
time?

ADA Passed House

July

The Americans with Disabilites
Act was signed into law by
President George H.W. Bush
on July 26,1990.

1990

The ADA Amendments Act

January
2009

The ADA Amendments Act
of 2008, which expands the
definition of disability under
the ADA in response to past
Supreme Court decisions,
goes into effect.

Revised Regulations of
Title II & Title III

July
2010

Issued by Department of
Justice.

Title I of the ADA Updated
Revised regulations for
Title I of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
were issued by the U.S.
Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
(EEOC).

July
2013

adata.org/ada-timeline

How Does This Kiosk Support
ADA Compliance?
Here is the information needed to make your iPad or Android tablet holder
accessible for everyone, everywhere. If your business is considering
adding or updating kiosks to your space, these requirements may apply.

Meeting Forward Reach Limits

The Standard
If a kiosk is designed to be accessed
via a forward reach and has no
obstructions (such as a countertop),
the highest touch point of the screen
must not exceed 48” and the lowest
touch point must be no less than
15”.

Obstruction of less
than 20"
For kiosks with obstructions such as
a countertop that do not exceed 20”
in depth, the highest touch may not
exceed 48”. The floor space directly
under the obstruction must be kept
clear.

Obstruction of
greater than 20"
Obstructions may not exceed 25” in
depth. When obstructions are
between 20-25” in depth, the highest
touch point may not exceed 44”. The
floor space directly under the
obstruction must be kept clear.

Meeting Side Reach Limits

The Standard
If the only way to approach a kiosk is with a side
approach and the kiosk has no obstructions, the
highest touch point may not exceed 48” and the
minimum touch point must be no less than 15”.

Obstruction of less than 10"
For obstructions that do not exceed 10” in depth, the
height of the obstruction must not exceed 34” and the
highest touch point must not exceed 48”.

Obstruction of greater than 10"
Obstructions must have no more than a 24” depth.
When obstructions fall between 10”-24” in depth, the
maximum height of the obstruction must not exceed 34”
and the highest touch point must not exceed 46”.

Keep in Mind...
Floor Space Requirements
The kiosk owner is responsible for providing adequate
floor space surrounding the kiosk to accommodate
users with mobility assistance devices.

Other Considerations
It is the responsibility of the kiosk owner to be
mindful of accommodating users with all
disabilities. Font sizing and screen contrast,
audio guide options and braille labeling for any
printed instructions affixed to the kiosk are all
ADA requirements that may or may not apply
depending upon specific deployment scenarios.
While the physical measurements of this kiosk
support ADA compliance, the kiosk owner should
consult the full ADA regulation website to ensure
they meet all factors of ADA compliance.

To learn more about ADA Compliance, visit
www.ADA.gov
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